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ASTER: An Attentional Scene Text Recognizer
with Flexible Rectification

Baoguang Shi, Mingkun Yang, Xinggang Wang, Pengyuan Lyu, Cong Yao, and Xiang Bai

Abstract—A challenging aspect of scene text recognition is to handle text with distortions or irregular layout. In particular, perspective
text and curved text are common in natural scenes and are difficult to recognize. In this work, we introduce ASTER, an end-to-end
neural network model that comprises a rectification network and a recognition network. The rectification network adaptively transforms
an input image into a new one, rectifying the text in it. It is powered by a flexible Thin-Plate Spline transformation which handles a
variety of text irregularities and is trained without human annotations. The recognition network is an attentional sequence-to-sequence
model that predicts a character sequence directly from the rectified image. The whole model is trained end to end, requiring only
images and their groundtruth text. Through extensive experiments, we verify the effectiveness of the rectification and demonstrate the
state-of-the-art recognition performance of ASTER. Furthermore, we demonstrate that ASTER is a powerful component in end-to-end
recognition systems, for its ability to enhance the detector.

Index Terms—Scene Text Recognition, Thin-Plate Spline, Image Transformation, Sequence-to-Sequence Learning
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1 INTRODUCTION

S CENE text recognition has attracted great interest from
the academia and the industry in recent years owing to

its importance in a wide range of applications. Despite the
maturity of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems
dedicated to document text, scene text recognition remains
a challenging problem. The large variations in background,
appearance, and layout pose significant challenges, which
the traditional OCR methods cannot handle effectively.

Recent advances in scene text recognition are driven
by the success of deep learning-based recognition models.
Among them are methods that recognize text by characters
using convolutional neural networks (CNN), methods that
classify words with CNNs [24], [26], and methods that
recognize character sequences using a combination of a
CNN and a recurrent neural network (RNN) [54]. In spite
of their success, these methods do not explicitly address the
problem of irregular text, which is text that is not horizontal
and frontal, has curved layout, etc. Instances of irregular
text frequently appear in natural scenes. As exemplified
in Figure 1, typical cases include oriented text, perspective
text [49], and curved text. Designed without the invariance
to such irregularities, previous methods often struggle in
recognizing such text instances.

This work introduces ASTER, which stands for
Attentional Scene TExt Recognizer with Flexible
Rectification, for scene text recognition. ASTER tackles
the irregular text problem with an explicit rectification
mechanism. As depicted in Figure 2, the model comprises
two parts: the rectification network and the recognition
network. Given an input image, the rectification network
transforms the image to rectify the text in it. The
transformation is parameterized Thin-Plate Spline [8]
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(TPS), which is a very flexible transformation that can
handle a variety of text irregularities.

Fig. 1. Examples of irregular text.

During inference, the rectification network first predicts
the TPS parameters from the image, then applies them
to the transformation. Based on the Spatial Transformer
Networks (STN) framework proposed by [28], the rectifi-
cation network can be trained purely by the gradients back
propagated by the recognition network, hence requiring no
human annotations.

The recognition network predicts a character sequence
from the rectified image in an attentional sequence-to-
sequence manner. Built on the attention mechanism pro-
posed in [3], [13], the recognition network effectively en-
capsulates character detection, character recognition, and
language modeling into a single model, achieving accurate
recognition. Furthermore, we extend the traditional unidi-
rectional decoder into a bidirectional one. The bidirectional
decoder consists of two decoders with opposite decoding
directions. It merges the outputs of both decoders, leverag-
ing the dependencies in both directions.

Through an extensive set of experiments on a number
of standard datasets, we demonstrate the superior perfor-
mance of ASTER on both regular and irregular text. Fur-
thermore, when used with a text detector, ASTER shows
the ability to enhance text detectors by filtering and refining
their detected boxes. In particular, ASTER enables a horizon-
tal text detector to detect oriented text. These advantages
make ASTER a powerful component for end-to-end text
recognition systems.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed model. Dashed lines show the flow of
gradients.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are three
folded. First, we tackle the problem of irregular text recog-
nition with an explicit rectification mechanism, which sig-
nificantly improves recognition performance without extra
annotations. Second, we introduce attentional sequence-to-
sequence models to the problem of scene text recognition
and extend it with a bidirectional decoder. Third, we pro-
pose a method for enhancing text detectors using ASTER’s
abilities in text rectification and recognition.

This paper surpasses its conference version [55] with
three major extensions. 1) We achieve a breakthrough in
the rectification performance by revising the rectification
network architecture. First, images of different resolutions
are used for control points prediction and for sampling,
avoiding the issue of degraded resolution in the original
STN framework. Second, we drop the non-linear activation
in the localization network, preserving the back-propagated
gradients and therefore accelerate convergence during train-
ing. Consequently, we observe significant improvements in
terms of accuracy, rectified image quality, and sensitivity to
initialization; 2) We extend the original recognition decoder
into a bidirectional one, in order to leverage the depen-
dencies in both directions; 3) We explore the application
of ASTER in end-to-end text recognition and demonstrate
its advantages. With these extensions, ASTER outperforms
[55] by a large margin and shows broader applicability and
advantages.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Text Recognition

A rich body of literature concerning scene text recognition
has been published in recent years. Comprehensive surveys
can be found in [68], [72].

Early work mainly focuses on document text. Since
documents usually have clean backgrounds, binarization
methods [10] are often adopted for segmenting characters.
However, when applied to scene text, these methods fail to
handle the large variation in text appearance and the noise
in natural images.

In recent decades, a prevalent approach is to localize
individual characters and group them into words. In this
line of works, many choose to filter a redundant set of
character proposals and recognize them with a classifier.
Representative proposal extraction methods include Maxi-
mally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [43], [46], Extremal
Regions (ER) [47], and Stroke Width Transform (SWT) [14],
[65], [66]. These methods exploit the characteristics of text
in either texture or shape. They are effective in localizing
characters in images with moderate noises.

Others take a learning-based approach and localize char-
acters using the sliding window technique [35], [44], [45],

[60], [61]. In these methods, local regions are densely classi-
fied by a binary or multi-category (each category is a letter)
classifier to get the locations and scores of characters. Then,
a graph-based inference is performed to find words from
the detected characters.

With the success of deep neural networks in various
computer vision tasks [33], [50], many started to adopt deep
neural networks for text recognition. Some methods use
convolutional neural networks [33], [34] (CNNs) to localize
and recognize characters [29], [62], [70]. [62] created two
CNNs to localize and recognize characters respectively. [29]
follows a similar approach but used only one CNN to
perform both tasks simultaneously. Other methods recog-
nize text holistically. For example, Jaderberg et al. [24], [29]
perform text recognition with a 90k-class CNN, where each
class corresponds to an English word.

Text recognition can be also modeled into a structured
learning problem. [25] proposed to construct a structured-
output CNN for unconstrained text recognition. Su and
Lu [56], [57] models text recognition as a sequence recog-
nition problem, and addressed it with recurrent neural
networks (RNNs). Their effort was followed by [21], [54],
where CNN and RNN are integrated for text recognition.
Wang et al. [59] extends this line of work by exploiting gated
recurrent CNN.

Our method falls into the category of structured learn-
ing. It is based on the attentional sequence-to-sequence
learning models [3], [13]. Such a model learns to predict an
output sequence from an input sequence and was originally
proposed for machine translation and speech recognition
tasks. The conference version of this paper [55] was the first,
in parallel with [36], to explore such models in the task of
scene text recognition. This work further extends [55] with
the bidirectional decoder.

2.2 Text Rectification

The rectification of irregular text has been previously stud-
ied for document text images [30], [40], [41]. These works
rectify (or flatten) document images based on morphological
analysis or registration techniques, which are applied to
images containing multiple lines of text. Scene text, on the
other hand, is usually recognized in the form of individual
words, to which these methods do not generalize well.

On scene text, the irregular text problem was studied
in [49], where Phan et al. presented a recognition method
robust to perspective text distortions. Recently, Yang et
al. [64] addressed the irregular text problem with an aux-
iliary character detection model and an alignment loss,
which help precise character localization. Bartz et al. [4],
[5] addressed this issue with an integrated rectification-
recognition network. Compared to [64], our method is con-
ceptually simpler, as it does not need explicit character de-
tection. Moreover, our method requires no extra character-
level annotations, in contrast to [64] and [11].

2.3 Text Detection and End-to-End Recognition

The problems of text detection and end-to-end recognition
are both under very active research. Many recent text detec-
tors are based on modern object detection or segmentation
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methods. For example, TextBoxes [38] adapts the SSD de-
tector [39] to text detection. EAST [71] uses FCN [53] for
text segmentation. Both methods have achieved fast and
accurate text detection.

A common end-to-end recognition system comprises a
detector and a recognizer in a sequential manner. Previous
methods such as Weinman et al. [63] and Jaderberg et al. [27]
first generate text proposals, then recognize them with an
independent word recognition model. Recently, some meth-
ods try to integrate detection and recognition within an end-
to-end neural network. Deep TextSpotter [9] combines an
FCN-based detector and a CTC-based recognizer into an
end-to-end trainable framework. Similarly, Li et al. [37] inte-
grated a text proposal network and an attentional sequence
recognition network.

Although this paper’s focus is text recognition, we show
that ASTER helps achieve state-of-the-art end-to-end per-
formance, even without the strongest detector. Also, we
demonstrate that ASTER can strengthen a detector via its
rectification mechanism. These properties make ASTER an
appealing recognizer in an end-to-end recognition system.

3 MODEL

The proposed model comprises two parts, the text rectifi-
cation network and the text recognition network. In the fol-
lowing sections, we first describe the two parts in Section 3.1
and 3.2 respectively. Then, we describe the training strategy
in Section 3.3.

3.1 Rectification Network
The rectification network rectifies an input image with a
predicted 2D transformation. We adopt Thin-Plate-Spline [8]
(TPS) as the transformation. TPS has found broad appli-
cations in image transformation and matching, e.g. [6]. It
is more flexible compared to other simpler 2D transfor-
mations, e.g. affine and projective. TPS performs non-rigid
deformation on images, handling a variety of distortions.
Figure 3 exemplifies some typical rectifications. In particu-
lar, TPS can rectify both perspective and curved text, two
typical types of irregular text.

Input Image Rectified Image

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. The TPS transformation can rectify various types of irregular text,
including but not limited to, loosely bounded a), oriented or perspectively
distorted (b)(c), and curved text (d).
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Fig. 4. Structure of the rectification network.

The rectification network is based on the Spatial Trans-
former Network [28] (STN). The central idea of STN is to
model spatial transformation as a learnable network layer.
Figure 4 depicts the structure of the rectification network.
The network first predicts a set of control points via its local-
ization network. Then, a TPS transformation is calculated
from the control points and passed to the grid generator
and the sampler to generate the rectified image Ir. Since the
control points are predicted from I , the rectification network
takes no extra inputs other than the input image.

3.1.1 Localization Network

We start by illustrating how TPS rectifies text in Figure 5.
A TPS transformation is determined by two sets of control
points of equal size, denoted by K. The control points on
the output image are placed at fixed locations along the top
and bottom image borders with equal spacings. As a result,
when the control points on the input image are predicted
along the upper and lower text edges, the resulting TPS
transformation outputs a rectified image with regular text.

Input Image Rectified Image

Fig. 5. Text rectification with TPS transformation. Crosses are control
points. The yellow arrow represents the transformation T , connecting a
point pi and its corresponding point p′

i.

Therefore, the problem of text rectification boils down
to predicting the control points on the input image. The
prediction is performed by a convolutional neural network.
Assuming K control points on both I and Ir , their co-
ordinates denoted by C′ and C, respectively. Here, C =
[c1, . . . , cK ] ∈ <2×K is the concatenation of K control
points, where ck = [xk, yk]

ᵀ is the x, y coordinates of the
k-th point. Likewise, C′ = [c′1, . . . , c

′
K ].

The localization network regresses C′ directly from Id,
which is downsampled from I . The network consists of a
few convolutional layers, with max-pooling layers inserted
between them. The output layer is a fully-connected layer
whose output size is 2K. Its output vector is reshaped to
C ∈ <2×K . Values of C′ and C are normalized image
coordinates, where (0, 0) is top left corner and (1, 1) the
bottom right.
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As we will further specify later, all modules in the
rectification network are differentiable. As a result, during
training, the localization network is trained purely by the
back-propagated gradients, requiring no manual annota-
tions on the control points.

3.1.2 Grid Generator
The grid generator computes a transformation and applies
it to every pixel locations in Ir , generating a sampling grid
P = {pi} on I . A 2D TPS transformation is parameterized
by a 2× (K + 3) matrix:

T =

[
a0 a1 a2 u
b0 b1 b2 v

]
where u,v ∈ <1×K . Given a 2D point p = [xp, yp]

ᵀ, TPS
finds its corresponding point p′ by linearly projecting the
lifted vector of p:

p′ = T


1
p

φ (‖p− c1‖)
...

φ (‖p− cK‖)

 (1)

where φ(r) = r2 log(r) is the radial basis kernel applied to
the Euclidean distance between p and the control point ck.

The coefficients of TPS are found by solving a linear
system involving K correspondences between C and C′:

c′i = T


1
ci

φ (‖ci − c1‖)
...

φ (‖ci − cK‖)

 , i = 1, . . . ,K,

subject to the following boundary conditions (Cx and Cy

are respectively the x and y coordinates of C):

0 =u1

0 =v1

0 =uCᵀ
x

0 =vCᵀ
y

Combined in matrix form, the linear system is repre-
sented by

T∆C =
[

C′ 02×3 ] ,
∆C =

 11×K 0 0
C 0 0

Ĉ 1K×1 Cᵀ

 (2)

where Ĉ ∈ <K×K is a square matrix comprising ĉi,j =
φ (‖ci − cj‖).

From Equation 2, T has a closed-form solution:

T =
[

C′ 02×3 ]∆−1C (3)

Note that, C is the predefined control points on the output
image and therefore a constant. According to Eq. 2, both Ĉ
and ∆C are derived purely from C. Therefore, they are also
constants and only need to be computed once.

The TPS solving and transformation process can be
readily modeled into a neural network module. Figure 6

matmulmatmulconcat

concat

Fig. 6. Construction of the grid generator. concat and matmul are
respectively matrix concatenation and multiplication operators.

shows the construction of this module. It takes the predicted
control points C′ and every pixel location p on the rectified
image as inputs and outputs p′. All the operators used in
the modules are differentiable and can be found in most
mainstream deep learning libraries. Besides, given an image
of certain resolution, the pixel locations are fixed. As a result,
the computation from p to p̂ in Figure 6 can be cached and
reused for images of the same resolution.

3.1.3 Sampler
At the output of the rectification network, the sampler
generates the rectified image:

Ir = V (P, I)
The sampler computes the value of p by interpolating the
neighbor pixels of p′. Since p′ may fall outside the image,
a value clipping is performed before the sampling to restrict
the sampling points inside the image border.

The sampler is made differentiable, i.e. it can back prop-
agate the gradients on Ir to P . This is achieved by the
differentiable image sampling method. We refer the readers
to [28] for more details.

3.1.4 Comparison with STN [28] and RARE [55]
Compared to our previous work [55] and the original STN
paper [28], this paper introduces two improvements.

Unlike STN [28], we use images of different sizes for the
localization network and for the sampler. The localization
network operates on the smaller image, Id, which is a
downsampled version of I , in order to reduce the number
of parameters needed for the prediction. Meanwhile, the
sampler operates on the original image (or similarly, the
original image resized to a high resolution). Since the rec-
tification network often crops its input images, sampling on
a high-resolution image avoids degraded output resolution,
therefore preserving the image quality of Ir. In addition, this
paper elaborates the use of TPS in STN.

Different than [55], we do not restrict the values of C′ by
using a tanh activation function in the last fully-connected
layer. Dropping the non-linear activation function may lead
to faster convergence during training, as gradients are well
preserved during backpropagation. Without tanh, the con-
trol points may fall outside image borders, so value clipping
is performed in the sampler to ensure valid sampling. We
empirically find that this trick significantly improves the
performance and the stability to weight initialization.
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3.2 Recognition Network

The text recognition network predicts a character sequence
directly from the rectified image. The network is made to
be end-to-end trainable. It is trained with only images and
their groundtruth text annotations.

Recent work [54] has demonstrated the effectiveness of
modeling text recognition as a sequence recognition prob-
lem. At the core of that model is the Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) method [17]. CTC provides a differen-
tiable loss function that is insensitive to horizontal charac-
ter placement and spacing, enabling end-to-end trainable
sequence recognition. Despite its effectiveness, CTC does
not have a mechanism to model the dependencies among
its output characters. Therefore, [54] relies on an external
language model, such as a lexicon, to incorporate language
priors into its recognition.

We tackle the recognition problem using a sequence-to-
sequence model extended by a bidirectional decoder. Since
the output of a sequence-to-sequence model is generated
by a recurrent neural network, it captures the character
dependencies, thus incorporating language modeling into
the recognition process. Furthermore, the bidirectional de-
coder captures the character dependencies in both direc-
tions, leveraging richer context and boosting performance.
Figure 7 depicts the structure of the unidirectional version.
Following the classical sequence-to-sequence model, our
model consists of an encoder and a decoder. They are
described in the following two sections.

LSTM

 

 

Map to sequence

Decoder

Encoder

BLSTM

ConvNet

Rectified
image

LSTM LSTM ...... LSTM

<EOS>'o''t''S'

Attend

Fig. 7. Structure of the basic text recognition network.

3.2.1 Encoder: Convolutional-Recurrent Neural Network
Rich and discriminative features are of key importance to
a recognition model. Ideally, the characters of a word are
arranged in a line and are therefore well represented by a
feature sequence that describes local image regions arranged
from left to right (or likewise, right to left).

As shown in Figure 7, the encoder first extracts a feature
map from the input image with a stack of convolutional
layers. The convolutional layers (“ConvNet”) are designed

such that the feature map has the height of 1. Next, the
feature map is converted into a feature sequence by being
split along its row axis. The shape of the feature map is
hconv × wconv × dconv, respectively its height, width and
depth. After the splitting, the feature map is converted
into a sequence of wconv vectors, each having hconvdconv
dimensions.

The ConvNet extracts strong image features, particularly
when it consists of many convolutional layers with residual
connections [20]. But still, such features are constrained by
their receptive fields, i.e. the image region they capture. To
enlarge the feature context, we employ a multi-layer Bidi-
rectional LSTM (BLSTM) network [18] over the feature se-
quence. The BLSTM network analyzes the feature sequence
bidirectionally, capturing long-range dependencies in both
directions. It outputs a new feature sequence of the same
length, denoted by H = [h1, . . . ,hn], where n = wconv.

3.2.2 Decoder: Attentional Sequence-to-Sequence Model
The sequence-to-sequence model translates the feature se-
quence into a character sequence. It is able to input and
output sequences of arbitrary lengths. Such a model is ap-
pealing due to its simplicity and powerfulness in sequence
modeling and its ability to capture output dependencies.

Sequence-to-sequence models come in various forms,
such as [3], [15], [58]. We build our decoder based on the
attentional sequence-to-sequence model [3], [13], as it has
access to the encoder output at every decoding step and
has an intuitive and explainable behavior that allows easier
debugging and analysis.

An attentional sequence-to-sequence model is a unidi-
rectional recurrent network. It works iteratively for T steps,
producing a symbol sequence of length T , denoted by
(y1, . . . , yT ).

At step t, the decoder predicts either a character or an
end-of-sequence symbol (EOS), based on the encoder output
H, the internal state st−1, and the symbol yt−1 predicted in
the last step. In this step, the decoder starts by computing a
vector of attentional weights, αt ∈ <n, through its attention
mechanism:

et,i = wᵀ tanh (Wst−1 + Vhi + b) (4)

αt,i = exp (et,i) /
n∑

i′=1

exp(et,i′)

where w,W,V are trainable weights.
The attentional weights effectively indicate the impor-

tance of every item of the encoder output. Taking the
weights as the coefficients, the decoder linearly combines
the columns of H into a vector, which is called a glimpse:

gt =
n∑

i=1

αt,ihi (5)

As the name suggests, a glimpse describes a small part
of the whole context encoded in H. It is taken as an input to
the recurrent cell of the decoder, which produces an output
vector and a new state vector:

(xt, st) = rnn (st−1, (gt, f(yt−1)))

where (gt, f(yt−1)) is the concatenation of gt and the one-
hot embedding of yt−1. rnn represents the step function of
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any recurrent unit (e.g. LSTM [22], GRU [12]), whose output
and new state are denoted by xt and st, respectively. At last,
xt is taken for predicting the current-step symbol:

p(yt) = softmax (Woxt + bo) (6)
yt ∼ p(yt) (7)

Since yt−1 is incorporated in the computation, the decoder
learns to capture the dependencies between its output char-
acters. This acts as an implicit language model, which assists
the recognition with the language priors it learns.

During inference, we can either adopt a greedy decoding
scheme by taking the symbol with the highest softmax
score or adopt a beam search approach by maintaining
the k candidates with the top accumulative scores at every
step. In practice, we use a beam search with k = 5. The
beam search yields a slight but consistent improvement in
accuracy compared with the greedy decoding.

3.2.3 Bidirectional Decoder
Although a sequence-to-sequence decoder captures output
dependencies, it captures in only one direction and misses
the other. For example, a decoder that recognizes text in
the left-to-right order may have difficulty deciding the first
letter between upper-case ‘I’ and lower-case ‘l’ in certain
fonts, as they are hard to distinguish visually and the
decoder has no memory of past decoded letters. Such words
may be easier to recognize by a decoder that works in the
right-to-left order, as the rest of the letters hint the first one
based on the language prior.

Left-To-Right
Decoder

"FLTNESS", 0.5

Encoder

"SSENTIF", 0.8

Reverse

"FITNESS",
0.8

Right-To-Left
Decoder

Fig. 8. Bidirectional decoder. “0.5” and “0.8” are recognition scores.

As this example suggests, decoders that work in op-
posite directions are potentially complementary. To lever-
age the dependencies in both directions, we propose a
bidirectional decoder, which consists of two decoders with
opposite directions. As illustrated in Figure 8, one decoder
is trained to predict the characters from left to right and the
other right to left. Two recognition results are produced after
running both decoders. To merge the results, we simply pick
the one with the highest recognition score, which is the sum
of log-softmax scores of all predicted symbols.

3.3 Training
The model is trained end to end under a multi-task setting,
whose objective is

L = −1

2

T∑
t=1

(log pltr(yt|I) + log prtl(yt|I)) (8)

where y1, . . . , yt, . . . , yT is the groundtruth text represented
by a character sequence. The objective is the average of
the losses on the left-to-right decoder and the right-to-left

decoder, whose predicted distributions are denoted by pltr
and prtl, respectively.

The weights of all layers in our model are initialized
randomly, except for the localization network. Since the
TPS transformation is computed from the control points
predicted by the localization network, a randomly initial-
ized localization network results in randomly placed control
points, which will distort Ir and causes instability during
the training process. To address this issue, we initialize the
last fully-connected layer (fc2) so that Ir is not distorted at
the beginning of the training. Concretely, we set the weights
of fc2 to zeros and its biases to values such that C′ is
identical to C. We find that this initialization scheme yields
a more stable training process.

4 EXPERIMENTS

We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness
of each part of our model and compare its performance with
other state-of-the-art methods. In this section, we begin by
specifying the experimental settings in Section 4.1. Then,
we conduct a few ablation studies in Section 4.2 and Sec-
tion 4.3, each targeted at a model part to demonstrate its
effectiveness and analyze its behavior. Finally, in Section 4.4
we evaluate ASTER on public datasets and compare it with
other state-of-the-art methods.

4.1 Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Datasets
The proposed model is trained on two synthetic datasets
without finetuning on other datasets. The model is tested on
5 standard datasets to evaluate its general recognition per-
formance. Besides, we test the model on 2 special datasets
of irregular text to demonstrate its rectification ability. Fol-
lowing the standard, we evaluate recognition performance
using the case-insensitive word accuracy.

Synth90k is the synthetic text dataset proposed in [24].
The dataset contains 9 million images generated from a set
of 90k common English words. Words are rendered onto
natural images with random transformations and effects.
Every image in Synth90k is annotated with a groundtruth
word. All of the images in this dataset are taken for training.

SynthText is the synthetic text dataset proposed in [19].
The generation process is similar to that of [24]. But unlike
[24], SynthText is targeted for text detection. Therefore,
words are rendered onto full images. We crop the words
using the groundtruth word bounding boxes.

IIIT5k-Words (IIIT5k) [44] contains 3000 test images
collected from the web. Each image is associated with a
short, 50-word lexicon and a long, 1000-word lexicon. A
lexicon consists of the groundtruth word and other random
words.

Street View Text (SVT) [60] is collected from the Google
Street View. The test set contains 647 images of cropped
words. Many images in SVT are severely corrupted by noise,
blur, and low resolution. Each image is associated with a 50-
word lexicon.

ICDAR 2003 (IC03) [42] contains 860 images of cropped
word after filtering. Following [60], we discard words that
contain non-alphanumeric characters or have less than three
characters. Each image has a 50-word lexicon defined in [60].
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ICDAR 2013 (IC13) [32] inherits most images from IC03
and extends it with new images. The dataset is filtered by
removing words that contain non-alphanumeric characters.
The dataset contains 1015 images. No lexicon is provided.

ICDAR 2015 Incidental Text (IC15) is the Challenge 4
of the ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading Competition [31]. This
challenge features incidental text images, which are taken
by a pair of Google Glasses without careful positioning
and focusing. Consequently, the dataset contains a lot of
irregular text. Testing images are obtained by cropping the
words using the groundtruth word bounding boxes.

SVT-Perspective (SVTP) is proposed in [49] for evaluat-
ing the performance of recognizing perspective text. Images
in SVTP are picked from the side-view images in Google
Street View. Many of them are heavily distorted by the
non-frontal view angle. The dataset consists of 639 cropped
images for testing, each with a 50-word lexicon inherited
from the SVT dataset.

CUTE80 (CUTE) is proposed in [51]. The dataset focuses
on curved text. It contains 80 high-resolution images taken
in natural scenes. CUTE80 is originally proposed for detec-
tion tasks. We crop the annotated words and get a test set of
288 images. No lexicon is provided.

4.1.2 Text Rectification Network
Images are resized to 64 × 256 before entering the recti-
fication network. We use a large input size in order to
reserve high resolution before the rectification sampling.
The sampler outputs images of size 32 × 100, which is also
the input size of the recognition network.

The localization network works on the input image
downsampled to 32×64. It consists of 6 convolutional layers
with kernel size 3 × 3. Each of the first 5 layers is followed
by a 2 × 2 max-pooling layer. The number of the output
filters are respectively 32, 64, 128, 256, 256 and 256. The
convolutional layers are followed by two fully-connected
layers. Their number of output units are respectively 512
and 2K, where K is the number of control points. We set K
to 20 throughout the experiments. Other values of K lead to
similar results.

4.1.3 Text Recognition Network
The configurations of the recognition network are listed in
Table 1. We use a 45-layer residual network [20] as the con-
volutional feature extractor. Each residual unit comprises a
1 × 1 convolution followed by 3 × 3 convolution, as recent
work [23] suggests the efficiency of this scheme. Feature
maps are downsampled by 2× 2-stride convolutions in the
first two residual blocks. The stride is changed to 2×1 in the
fourth and fifth residual blocks. The 2 × 1 down-sampling
stride reserves more resolution along the horizontal axis, in
order to distinguish neighbor characters.

Following the residual network are two layers of Bidi-
rectional LSTM (BiLSTM). Each layer consists of a pair of
LSTMs with 256 hidden units. The outputs of the LSTMs
are concatenated and linearly projected to 256 dimensions
before entering the next layer.

The decoders are attentional LSTMs. The number of
attention units and hidden units are both 256. The decoder
recognizes 94 character classes, including digits, upper-case
and lower-case letters, and 32 ASCII punctuation marks.

TABLE 1
Text recognition network configurations. Each block is a residual

network block. ‘s’ stands for stride of the first convolutional layer in a
block. ‘*’ means dynamic output length. “Out Size” is feature map size

for convolutional layers (height×width) and sequence length for
recurrent layers. “Att. LSTM” stands for attentional LSTM decoder. Two

decoders are instantiated and work in parallel.

Layers Out Size Configurations

En
co

de
r

Block 0 32× 100 3× 3 conv, s 1× 1

Block 1 16× 50

[
1× 1 conv, 32
3× 3 conv, 32

]
× 3, s 2× 2

Block 2 8× 25

[
1× 1 conv, 64
3× 3 conv, 64

]
× 4, s 2× 2

Block 3 4× 25

[
1× 1 conv, 128
3× 3 conv, 128

]
× 6, s 2× 1

Block 4 2× 25

[
1× 1 conv, 256
3× 3 conv, 256

]
× 6, s 2× 1

Block 5 1× 25

[
1× 1 conv, 512
3× 3 conv, 512

]
× 3, s 2× 1

BiLSTM 1 25 256 hidden units

BiLSTM 2 25 256 hidden units
D

ec
od

er Att. LSTM * 256 attention units
256 hidden units

Att. LSTM * 256 attention units
256 hidden units

When the evaluation protocol is case insensitive and disre-
gards punctuation, we normalize decoder outputs to lower
cases and remove all predicted punctuation marks.

4.1.4 Optimization
The model is trained from scratch. We adopt
ADADELTA [69] as the optimizer. A simpler SGD optimizer
with momentum will also train the model successfully,
but with slightly lower accuracy. The model is trained
by batches of 64 examples for a million iterations. Every
batch is constructed by 32 examples drawn from Synth90k
and the other 32 from SynthText. Models trained in this
manner significantly outperform models (e.g. [54], [55])
trained solely on Synth90k. The learning rate is set to 1.0
initially and decayed to 0.1 and 0.01 at step 0.6M and
0.8M respectively. Although learning rate in ADADELTA
is adaptive, we find the classic learning rate schedule
beneficial to the performance.

4.1.5 Implementation
We implement the proposed model using TensorFlow [1].
The model is trained on a single NVIDIA TITAN Xp graph-
ics card with 12GB memory. The training speed is about 6.5
iterations/s, taking less than 2 days to reach convergence.
The inference speed is 20ms per image when the test batch
size is 1. This speed could be boosted with greater batch
size.

4.2 Experiments on Text Rectification
We study two aspects of the text rectification network. First,
we study the effect of text rectification in both quantitative
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and qualitative terms. Second, for the localization network,
we study its sensitivity to weight initialization.

4.2.1 Effect of Rectification
To analyze the effect of rectification, we study two variants
of the proposed model. The first variant only consists of
the recognition network, performing no rectification. To
avoid the effect of other model parts, we also change the
bidirectional decoder to a single-directional one. The second
variant is the first one plus the rectification network. Both
variants are trained from scratch, using the same training
settings described in Section 4.1. Their performance is eval-
uated on six of the test datasets, namely IIIT5k, SVT, IC03,
IC13, SVTP, and CUTE.

TABLE 2
Recognition accuracies with and without rectification.

Variants IIIT5k SVT IC03 IC13 SVTP CUTE

Without Rect. 91.93 88.76 93.49 89.75 74.11 73.26

With Rect. 92.67 91.16 93.72 90.74 78.76 76.39

Table 2 lists the results of the two variants. As can be
seen, the model with rectification outperforms the one with-
out on all datasets, particularly on SVTP (+4.7%) and CUTE
(+3.1%). Since these two datasets both consist of irregular
text, the rectification shows a significant effect. Furthermore,
we construct a series of datasets with ascending level of
irregularities. This is achieved by mixing SVTP+CUTE and
IIIT5k (all examples considered regular) with different ra-
tios. All datasets have 933 examples. Fig. 9 plots the rectifica-
tion improvement (accuracy difference between With Rect.
and Without Rect.) versus portion of irregular examples.
As can be seen, the rectification improvement monotonically
increases with the level of irregularity, showing the rectifi-
cation effects on irregular text.
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Fig. 9. Rectification Improvement versus Portion of Irregular Text

For a qualitative comparison, Table 4 visualizes the rec-
tification results on some examples from CUTE80 and SVT-
Perspective. Even without a direct supervision on control
point locations, the rectification network learns to place the
control points near the upper and lower edges of text. The
points are aligned on a smooth curve with even spacing,
causing little distortions or artifacts in the rectified images.

TABLE 3
Rectified images and recognition results by [55] and by ASTER.

Recognition errors are marked by red characters.

By [55] By ASTER By [55]
By ASTER

window
wyndham

optimute
optimum

coera
cobra

warehouse
warehouse

tallobs
tailors

maribon
marlboro

scotting
colls

Seen from Table 4, the rectification network works effec-
tively on the perspective text. Even on images with heavy
perspective distortions (e.g. “starbucks” and “storage”), the
rectification network rectifies the words to regular ones,
alleviating recognition difficulty considerably. The rectifica-
tion network also rectifies curved text. For example, on the
words “ronaldo”, “optimum”, and “grove”, control points
are predicted in arc shapes, and the text is rectified to
have regular shapes. Although the rectified images still
have distortions, the recognition network is able to correctly
recognize them.

Another interesting phenomenon is that the rectification
tends to skew text. This phenomenon is observed in many
examples, such as the “academy”, “entrance”, “museum”,
and “storage” in Table 4. We conjecture the reason to be that
the skew simplifies learning, as it causes adjacent characters
to have overlapping spacings, therefore introducing depen-
dencies along the vertical image axis.

Finally, we observe that some control points are placed
outside their image borders, for example, those in “city”
and “lights”. Unlike [55], we do not force control points
to be within image borders, as doing so may disturb the
sampling grid and causes image distortions. Seen from
Table 3, although ASTER’s rectification fails occasionally, it
generally produces images with much less distortion than
those of [55]. This shows that the simple modifications result
in significant improvement in image quality.

4.2.2 Sensitivity to Weight Initialization
Proper weight initialization is necessary for training the
rectification network smoothly. As mentioned in Section 3.3,
we initialize the last fully-connected layer with zero weights
and biases of certain values. We name this initialization
scheme identity.

To demonstrate the effect of weight initialization, Fig-
ure 10 compares identity to another initialization scheme
called random, where all model layers are randomly ini-
tialized. As can be seen, identity leads to a much faster
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TABLE 4
Selected results on SVT-Perspective and CUTE80. For every two rows, the first row contains the input images (top), the predicted control points

(visualized as green crosses), and the rectified images (bottom). The second row contains the recognition results.

ronaldo team optimum grove academy entrance

storage museum city city lights starbucks

convergence and a more stable training process. Meanwhile,
a randomly initialized model can still be trained successfully
with more training iterations, and it reaches very close ac-
curacies as identity in the end. We observe that a randomly
initialized model produces garbage rectified images at first,
but returns to normal after a few thousands of training
iterations.
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Fig. 10. Word accuracies (left) and training losses (right) with different
model initialization schemes.

In [55], some carefully designed weight initialization
schemes are necessary to train the model successfully. And
the training completely fails with random initialization. In
contrast, the model in this paper is much less sensitive to
weight initialization. It can be trained successfully even with
random initialization.

4.3 Experiments on Text Recognition
In this section, we study several key aspects of the text
recognition network, including its attention mechanism,
the bidirectional decoder, and the recognition performance
versus word length.

4.3.1 Analysis on Attention
The attention mechanism plays a central role in the recog-
nition network. According to Equations 5, local features are
weighted combined to recognize a character. This suggests
that the attention mechanism performs implicit character
detection.

Fig. 11. Attentional weights visualizations.

To understand the behavior of the decoder, we extract
the attentional weights, i.e. αt,i in Equation 5, and visualize
them on several examples shown in Figure 11. Above every
image, a matrix of attentional weights is visualized in a 2D
map. The t-th row of the map corresponds the attentional
weights at t-th decoding step. Except for very short words,
we can observe clear alignments between the attentional
weights and the characters. This demonstrates the implicit
character detection performed by the recognition network.

4.3.2 Bidirectional Decoder
To evaluate the effectiveness of the bidirectional decoder, we
create three model variants, namely L2R, which recognizes
text in the left-to-right order; R2L, which recognizes text
in the right-to-left order; Bidirectional, the bidirectional
decoder. These variants are also trained from scratch using
the same training settings described in Section 4.1. Table 5
compares their recognition accuracies.
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TABLE 5
Recognition accuracies with different decoders. L2R and R2L stand for

left-to-right and right-to-left, respectively.

Variants IIIT5k SVT IC03 IC13 SVTP CUTE

L2R 91.93 88.76 93.49 89.75 74.11 73.26

R2L 91.43 89.96 92.79 89.95 73.95 74.31

Bidirectional 92.27 91.57 93.60 90.54 74.26 74.31

Overall, L2R and R2L have similar accuracies. L2R out-
performs on IIIT5k, IC03, and SVTP, while R2L outperforms
on the rest. This indicates that the two variants may fa-
vor different data distributions. Meanwhile, Bidirectional
outperforms both variants on all the datasets, with only
one exception where Bidirectional equals the better variant.
In particular, on SVT, Bidirectional outperforms the other
two variants by 2.8% and 1.6% respectively, verifying the
effectiveness of the bidirectional decoder.

4.3.3 Accuracy Versus Word Length
The recognition network takes as input fixed-size images.
Although resizing images to a fixed size inevitably causes
image distortion, we argue that its effect on performance is
minor. The main reason is that the distortion equally affects
training and testing data. As such, our model is trained to
handle elongated and condensed examples.
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Fig. 12. Recognition accuracies versus word length (tested on IIIT5k)

Figure 12 shows the relationship between recognition
accuracy and word length. As can be seen, the recognition
accuracy is fairly even on words whose lengths are equal
to or less than 11. Beyond this length, a drop in accuracy is
observed. However, this is in part due to that long words
are inherently harder to predict correctly under the measure
of whole-word accuracy.

We have also tried replacing the fixed-size resizing by
proportional resizing plus padding, but it results in worse
performance in most cases.

4.4 Comparison to State of the Art
Finally, we compare the performance of our model with
other state-of-the-art models. Some datasets provide lexi-
cons for constraining recognition outputs. When a lexicon
is given, we simply replace the predicted word with the
nearest lexicon word under the metric of edit distance.

Table 6 compares the recognition accuracies across a
number of methods. Our method achieves 9 best results out
of 12. Particularly, on IIIT5k and SVT, our method nearly
halve the recognition errors comparing to the previous bests.
Our model only falls short on a few results compared to [11]
and [26]. However, it is important to notice that 1) [11] uses
extra character-level annotations, while ASTER does not; 2)
[26] is a constrained-output recognizer. It only recognizes
within its 90k dictionary, while ASTER is unconstrained.
Considering that the tested datasets cover a wide range of
real-world scenarios and that all the results are produced
by one model, it is clear that our method works strongly in
general.

Table 6 also lists two variants of ASTER, namely ASTER-
A and ASTER-B. They differ ASTER only in the ConvNet
architecture and the training data. ASTER-A outperforms
[55] under all datasets and metrics, with only one exception
on IIIT5k, which consists of regular text only. This further
verifies the effectiveness of the extensions introduced in this
paper. [64], also using VGG, outperforms ASTER-A on some
datasets. However, [64] uses a private training dataset with
character-level annotations.

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of the rectifica-
tion and the bidirectional alone. With both the rectification
and the bidirectional decoder, ASTER outperforms the two
variants, the With Rect. in Table 2 and the Bidirectional in
Table 5, across all the tested datasets. Therefore, we can see
that the performance gains brought by the rectification and
the bidirectional decoder are additive.

5 END-TO-END RECOGNITION

A text recognizer is often used together with a text detector
to construct an end-to-end recognition system. Usually, the
detector first localizes word bounding boxes. Then, the
recognizer recognizes the images cropped by the boxes. The
recognition performance is often affected by the quality of
the detected boxes since loosely bounded boxes result in
imperfect crops, which are difficult to recognize.

ASTER is appealing for end-to-end recognition systems
not only for its robust recognition performance but also for
its ability to enhance detection, which comes in two folds.
First, the recognition scores produced by ASTER can be
used to filter the detection boxes. Second, ASTER can rectify
detection boxes via its rectification network. As we have
demonstrated, ASTER tends to predict control points along
the upper and lower text edges. From the control points,
we can estimate a new, oriented bounding box to replace
the original detection box. As a result, ASTER can turn a
horizontal detector into an oriented one.

(a)

TEXT
Original Detection

TEXT

(b) (c)

TEXT
Rectified
Detection

Fig. 13. Detection box rectification process.
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TABLE 6
Recognition results comparison. “50”, “1k”, “Full” are lexicons. “0” means no lexicon. *The conference version of this paper. “90k” and “ST” are the

Synth90k and the SynthText datasets, respectively. “ST+” means including character-level annotations. “Private” means private training data.

Methods ConvNet, Data
IIIT5k SVT IC03 IC13 IC15 SVTP CUTE

50 1k 0 50 0 50 Full 0 0 0 0 0

Wang et al. [60] - - - - 57.0 - 76.0 62.0 - - - - -

Mishra et al. [44] - 64.1 57.5 - 73.2 - 81.8 67.8 - - - - -

Wang et al. [62] - - - - 70.0 - 90.0 84.0 - - - - -

Bissacco et al. [7] - - - - - - 90.4 78.0 - 87.6 - - -

Almazan et al. [2] - 91.2 82.1 - 89.2 - - - - - - - -

Yao et al. [67] - 80.2 69.3 - 75.9 - 88.5 80.3 - - - - -

Rodrı́guez-Serrano et al. [52] - 76.1 57.4 - 70.0 - - - - - - - -

Jaderberg et al. [29] - - - - 86.1 - 96.2 91.5 - - - - -

Su and Lu [56] - - - - 83.0 - 92.0 82.0 - - - - -

Gordo [16] - 93.3 86.6 - 91.8 - - - - - - - -

Jaderberg et al. [26] VGG, 90k 97.1 92.7 - 95.4 80.7 98.7 98.6 93.1 90.8 - - -

Jaderberg et al. [25] VGG, 90k 95.5 89.6 - 93.2 71.7 97.8 97.0 89.6 81.8 - - -

Shi et al. [54] VGG, 90k 97.8 95.0 81.2 97.5 82.7 98.7 98.0 91.9 89.6 - - -

*Shi et al. [55] VGG, 90k 96.2 93.8 81.9 95.5 81.9 98.3 96.2 90.1 88.6 - 71.8 59.2

Lee et al. [36] VGG, 90k 96.8 94.4 78.4 96.3 80.7 97.9 97.0 88.7 90.0 - - -

Yang et al. [64] VGG, Private 97.8 96.1 - 95.2 - 97.7 - - - - 75.8 69.3

Cheng et al. [11] ResNet, 90k+ST+ 99.3 97.5 87.4 97.1 85.9 99.2 97.3 94.2 93.3 70.6 - -

ASTER-A VGG, 90k 98.1 95.7 81.7 97.6 85.5 98.7 97.3 92.2 88.6 67.6 73.2 63.9

ASTER-B ResNet, 90k 98.7 96.3 83.2 99.2 87.6 99.1 97.6 92.4 89.7 68.9 75.4 67.4

ASTER ResNet, 90k+ST 99.6 98.8 93.4 99.2 93.6 98.8 98.0 94.5 91.8 76.1 78.5 79.5

Figure 13 illustrates the detection box rectification pro-
cess. Assuming the text is detected by a horizontal detector.
Given the predicted control points, we estimate two straight
lines from the first half and the second half of the points, re-
spectively, using the linear least squares regression method.
For each line, two endpoints are found by the minimum and
maximum x coordinates of the control points projected onto
the line. The four endpoints construct a quadrilateral, which
is the rectified detection. Similarly, we can estimate an axis-
aligned rectangle or an oriented rectangle, depending on the
task.

We first evaluate the end-to-end recognition perfor-
mance of ASTER. An end-to-end recognition system is
constructed using TextBoxes [38] and ASTER. Although
TextBoxes is not the strongest text detector at the time of
writing, our emphasis is that ASTER can achieve superior
end-to-end accuracies even without a strong text detector.
The source code and model are obtained from the GitHub
repository1. We finetune the original model on IC15, which
is an oriented text detection dataset. Specifically, we use the
SGD optimizer with a learning rate of 10−4 to finetune the
model for 1500 steps; The batch size is set to 16; The rest of
the settings follow that of [38].

Table 8 summarizes the results. Our system achieves
state-of-the-art results under all metrics. Note that, com-
pared with Deep TextSpotter [9], our system has a weaker
detector, since TextBoxes is horizontal while [9] is oriented.
But still, our end-to-end performance beats [9] by a consid-
erable margin.

1. https://github.com/MhLiao/TextBoxes

Furthermore, we demonstrate how ASTER strengthens
the detector. Table 7 compares the detection accuracies
among the original TextBoxes [9], TextBoxes strengthened
by ASTER without rectification, and TextBoxes strengthened
by ASTER. Without the rectification, ASTER still strength-
ens TextBoxes significantly, by re-scoring detection boxes
with its recognition scores. The rectification brings further
improvement, which comes from both better re-scoring and
the detection rectification.

Figure 14 shows the end-to-end and the detection rec-
tification results. For every horizontal box produced by
TextBoxes, ASTER generates a quadrilateral as the rectified
detection result. The quadrilateral bound the text more
tightly, therefore increasing detection accuracies.

TABLE 7
Detection accuracies by different systems.

Detection Methods
IC15 Detection

Precision Recall HMean

TextBoxes [38] 0.600 0.653 0.626

TextBoxes + ASTER w/o Rect. 0.797 0.621 0.698

TextBoxes + ASTER 0.863 0.692 0.768

6 CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the irregular text recognition problem
with an explicit rectification mechanism based on the STN
framework and the TPS transformation. The resulting text
recognizer, called ASTER, shows superior performance on
cropped text recognition and end-to-end recognition tasks.
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TABLE 8
End-to-end results comparison. “End-to-End” and “Word-Spotting” are two different measures. “Strong”, “Weak”, and “Generic” denote different

lexicons.

End-to-End Systems
IC15 End-to-End IC15 Word-Spotting

Strong Weak Generic Strong Weak Generic

Stradvision-2 [31] 0.437 - - 0.459 - -

TextSpotter [48] 0.350 0.199 0.156 0.37 0.21 0.16

Deep TextSpotter [9] 0.54 0.51 0.47 0.58 0.53 0.51

TextBoxes [38] + ASTER w/o Rect. 0.638 0.609 0.574 0.678 0.645 0.606

TextBoxes [38] + ASTER 0.706 0.673 0.640 0.752 0.713 0.676

Besides, owing to its rectification mechanism, ASTER shows
extra merits in terms of strengthening text detectors, even
enabling oriented text detection of detectors designed for
horizontal text.

In this work, end-to-end text recognition is addressed
in a two-stage manner, meaning the detection is performed
in another network using separate features. As we have
demonstrated, ASTER performs implicit text detection. But
this detection capability is limited to a small range near the
target text. Expanding this range to the full image would
yield a one-stage, end-to-end recognition system, and is a
direction worthy of further investigation.
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